Power Market Analysis Long Term (PMA-LT), product developed by All Energy Consulting (AEC), quantifies uncertainty allowing you to effectively plan for the future. PMA offers multi-scenario power forward curve forecasts at several hubs and zonal locations across all ISOs and Coal/Gas demand forecasts. This product is backed by AEC consulting services to customize the scenarios. The service allows quick implementation of modeling the power markets using a proven platform. Customers can easily understand the risk factors in the power markets. Customization allows clients to have access to a third-party platform to test their outlooks quickly without adding significant overhead.

PMA-LT is a monthly forecast out to 2035 updated quarterly. Given the long-term outlook, a fundamental gas view point was developed in coordination with RBAC the makers of the GPCM® Natural Gas Market Model, which has been designed to give analysts and managers a tool for forecasting natural gas production, pipeline and storage utilization, delivery and price at points throughout the North American gas market in support of better analyses and better decisions for their firms.

Output:

- Monthly power prices to 2035 at several hubs and zonal locations across all ISOs
- Monthly Gas Demand by State
- Monthly Coal Demand by Basin
- Generation by type
- Retirements
- New Builds
- Gas price across all regions

PMA-LT subscribers can get access to gas pricing and a report supporting the gas fundamental outlook. Customization of long-term outlook (e.g. Carbon policy) is also available to subscribers as an added scenario. Output files can also be customized to present the information pertinent to your business.

Please call David Bellman @ 614-356-0484 or email (dkb@allenergyconsulting.com) for further information.